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On March 16, Taylor University
announced D. Michael Lindsay as
the next president.
Lindsay is currently finishing
his 10th year as the president of
Gordon College in Welham, Mass.
He has a Ph.D. in sociology from
Princeton University and theology
degrees from Princeton Theological Seminary and Oxford University. Lindsay also graduated summa
cum laude and Phi Beta Kappa
from Baylor University.
He will officially succeed the
role from Interim President Paige
Comstock Cunningham on Aug.
16. Cunningham has been serving as the interim president for
the last two years, following the
departure of President Emeritus
Lowell Haines.
In a chapel welcoming Lindsay on March 17, Manuel Rosado,
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Educators eligible
for vaccination

Taylor professors have begun
receiving the vaccination for
COVID-19, and hope animates their
refreshed outlooks.
On March 3, Indiana governor
Eric Holcomb announced that all
educators in Indiana can begin
receiving the COVID-19 vaccine
through the Federal Retail Pharmacy Program.
Before this announcement, individuals aged 50 and older were
only eligible to be vaccinated. The
Biden administration is providing
additional doses to participating
pharmacies in order to prioritize
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The Lindsay family was introduced to students in chapel on Wednesday.

Greg Dyson, vice president
of intercultural leadership and
church relations, was one faculty member who was able to give
some input into the selection process. He sees Lindsay as a good fit
for campus and someone who is
able to follow the tradition of biblical leadership that Cunningham
has set.
“President Lindsay’s worldwide
experience particularly in the area
of leadership will be an asset to
us as a community,” Dyson said.
“Seeing the unity of his selection
process provides both hope and
encouragement going towards
the future.”
Lindsay and his family — his
wife, Rebecca, and daughters Elizabeth, Caroline and Emily — described their excitement to move
to Upland in the family’s first
chapel. The initial allure of Taylor for them was the people here.
“The thing that drew me to Taylor was that I think Taylor is, and
has the potential to be even more
so, the most Christ-centered,

student-focused university in the
world,” Lindsay said. “I’m really
drawn to the way in which Taylor has put students front and
center.”
This commitment to putting
students first was something emphasized by Cunningham over her
past two years serving at Taylor.
Cunningham will finish this
academic school year serving the
community in the same capacity.
She will pass the baton at the end
of this summer.
“I have complete peace that
God has chosen Dr. Lindsay to be
president for the next chapter in
Taylor’s remarkable history,” Cunningham said.
Although Cunningham is not
certain as to what her future career plans hold, she looks forward to leaving Taylor well poised
for the transition, and taking a
sabbatical.
“If you participated in chapel
(on Wednesday), heard the story of the search process, and reviewed his credentials, I hope

you would share my confidence
and excitement that even greater
things are ahead for Taylor under
his strong and proven leadership,”
Cunningham said.
During the chapel service students stood to their feet in a
rousing applause, recognizing
her leadership during the interim period.
Having believed he would serve
at Gordon University for the entirety of his career, Lindsay deeply values Christian education and
is attracted to Taylor by the ability
to have a formative influence on
young people.
“I love the sense of helping the
next generation of leaders for the
church, helping them prepare
for whatever God wants to do in
their life, it’s very exciting,” Lindsay said.
He looks forward to listening to
students and their stories, seeking
shared understandings that hinge
on the consensus of a Christ-focused life.
echo@taylor.edu

teachers receiving the vaccine.
Along with the program, grocery stores Kroger and Meijer have
added teachers to their official list
of people eligible to be vaccinated,
according to their websites.
As the restriction was lifted,
Taylor professors did not delay in
signing up to receive their doses.
Kevin Johnson, chair of the history, global and political studies department, received his first dose of
the Moderna vaccine on March 2,
in Hartford City at the Elk Lodge.
He is scheduled to receive his second dose on March 30.
Abby Kuzma, Halbrook chair of
government at Taylor, received her
vaccination earlier on Feb. 17, due
to her eligibility. She received her
vaccination at the Raphael Clinic
in Indianapolis and received her

second dose on March 17.
Both Johnson and Kuzma had
similar encounters when receiving
their vaccinations: an experience
characterized by hopefulness.
“I was on a reserve list, so my
wife received a call about 30 minutes before we had to be there,”
Johnson said. “The experience
was great ... I would say that the
feeling we had was one of elation,
as we had been praying for this
day since March of last year! The
only discomfort I experienced was
a little soreness in my arm. That
dissipated in a couple of days.”
Kuzma did not experience any
negative physical reactions to the
vaccine.
Jeff Cramer, associate professor of computer science and engineering, planned to receive his first

dose of the vaccine on March 15.
“The only way we’re going to
return to some sense of normalcy is by getting the virus under
control,” Cramer said. “The vaccine provides a way for us to safely
return to being physically together
without distancing and wearing
masks. A day I’m looking forward
to. The sense of relief at receiving the vaccine is overwhelming
to me. I can’t wait to get back to
spending quality time with my
family and friends, particularly my
parents and in-laws. … It comes
with such a huge sense of relief.”
Johnson and Kuzma echoed the
same sentiment. As more professors receive their vaccinations,
a palpable sense of freedom is
apparent.
Kuzma plans to continue

wearing her mask as a means of
protecting those around her. But
she looks forward to feeling comfortable going to public places and
meeting with her family.
Johnson looks forward to experiencing a new normal and is
impressed by Indiana’s vaccine
distribution.
“Our 7-day positivity rate has
been steadily going down for several weeks now, and I can see the
continued distribution of the various vaccines playing a positive
role in eventually getting things
back to some kind of normal,”
Johnson said.
After a year of waiting, it is evident that Taylor professors are
eager to receive their dose of the
COVID-19 vaccine.
echo@taylor.edu

Student leaders hope for campus ‘Reset’
Student leaders
plan for next year

@Echo_TaylorU

board vice-chair and search committee co-chair, said God made
it abundantly clear Lindsay was
the right choice through the
search process.
“It was a very prayer-filled
process that we went through,”
Rosado said. “There was a turning point in the process where
God answered a question so specifically that it was made clear
to the committee, to the board
and to the candidate that he
was being called to be the next
president.”
The turning point in reference
was an evening where the committee prayed that if Lindsay was
the right decision for Taylor, he
would feel a strong sense of calling. Specifically, one board member prayed there would be a sense
of conviction, even if it kept Lindsay awake all night. The very next
morning, Lindsay, who was unaware of the prayer, emailed board
trustee member Heather Larson
that he had spent the whole evening awake and thinking about
Taylor.
The presidential search committee originally announced their
intent to hire a new president Oct.
1, 2020.
The committee partnered with
Jobfit Matters to review candidates for the position. In the original press release, the committee
said they were looking for a candidate with strong faith, servant
leadership and the ability to navigate through higher education.
Throughout the process, the committee also surveyed the Taylor
community about desirable values in a university president.
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Juniors Sarah Mangan and
Jorge Martinez de Santiago won
the student body election on
March 11, but their dedication
to serving the student body and
leading on campus did not start
with their “Reset” campaign
this spring.

Mangan and Martinez de Santiago will serve during the 20212022 school year as campus
leaders, being the student body
president and vice president,
respectively.
Mangan, a biology education
major, currently serves as a Personnel Assistant (PA) on her
wing, Third West Olson. Martinez de Santiago, an exercise science major, is also a PA on The
Brotherhood. But the pair met
before starting their freshman

years at Taylor through the Act
Six program.
“Coming to Taylor we started
unpacking our stories and what
does it look like to have cultural
competence,” Mangan said. “And
part of that was unpacking race
and privilege and having difficult
conversations as a cadre.”
For Mangan, the initial desire
to run for student body president came from this leadership
position. The Black Lives Matter and Unity March events that

happened on campus this fall
only made that desire stronger
after she realized that the stance
one takes on issues impact other people.
“Going says something as
much as not going says something,” Mangan said.
Mangan and Martinez de Santiago were connected as running
mates through the Office of Intercultural Programs (OIP) and decided to run together while in the
Dashi line.

Though Martinez de Santiago
sees himself and Mangan as opposites in a lot of ways — himself
tending to be more shy, and Mangan tending to be more outgoing,
for one — he felt certain that running alongside Mangan was the
right choice.
“Being able to vocalize myself
is sort of hard for me, but through
Taylor I’ve been able to break my
comfort zone and go out a lot
more,” Martinez de Santiago said.
RESET continues on Page 2
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RESET continued from

“Running for vice president is
breaking my comfort zone which
I’m glad it’s doing because it is
a way to challenge myself and at
the same time find ways we can
better the community.”
Serving the communities of
both Taylor and Grant County are
priorities for the pair. The three
main points of their campaign
— practicing proximity, embracing differences and creating

a lasting legacy — were rooted in
the verses of Romans 5:3-5 and include specific ways to strengthen
these communities.
Having both served in the community through programs like
ReaLife, Basics Jr. and Red Barn,
Mangan and Martinez de Santiago believe in meeting the existing
needs of the community.
“Our hope is to reestablish and
maybe strengthen our connection
with the community,” Martinez
de Santiago said. “We know that

change won’t happen next year,
but our hope is we’d be able to
plant that seed to at least be able
to be there for the kids. That’s the
first step we want to make.”
To do this, the pair has plans
to create events like on-campus
trick or treating for kids in the
community and implementing
the ability to use extra Dining
Dollars at the end of the semester to buy needed items from the
Reade Avenue Market for locals
in Grant County.

To strengthen the Taylor community they hope to create a
universal calendar where students can see all of the programming happening on campus,
and create more direct channels
between PAs, Discipleship Assistants (DAs) and other campus
leaders such as themselves and
the university president.
Mangan said she is enthusiastic about shaping the future
of the student body through
these structural changes and

facilitating the collaboration
of different corners of campus.
“Not more events, but
thoughtful events,” Mangan
said.
For now, Mangan and Martinez de Santiago will finish out
their junior years in their current leadership positions, taking time to learn from current
student body president and vice
president, seniors Emmanuel
Terrell and Anna Craig. They are
praying for wisdom as they hire

their executive cabinet.
Mangan and Martinez de
Santiago also thank all the people who helped them with their
campaign.
“Many campus leaders collaborated alongside us to support
our goals and make this campaign possible,” Mangan said.
“Joy Herbkersman: graphic designer, Audrey Summers: instagram designer, Britta Swoboda:
photographer, Evan Melloh:
videographer.”

Benevolence Project prompts acts of kindness

Behind the red
envelope project

Victoria Lawson
Staff Writer

Receive an envelope. Complete the challenge. Pass it on.
These are the three steps that
make The Benevolence Project
possible.
Each mont h, 17 red envelopes containing unique
challenges are passed anonymously to students and faculty. The challenges might
include writing a professor
a note of gratitude, leaving
someone their favorite candy
bar or asking the recipient to
set a block of time in their day
to care for themselves.
One of the inserts in the envelopes reads, “Kindness is

always others-centered. That’s
why the beauty of the benevolence project is anonymity. As
you complete your tasks, savor
the joy of extending kindness
without expecting anything
in return.”
Student Body Vice President,
senior Anna Craig, said sometimes caring for one another
well can easily be limited to
intellectual exercise. While a
community may have a rich
theology of love and neighborliness, the everyday impact of
small, ordinary acts of kindness can still be lost. This is
where The Benevolence Project comes in.
“My hope is that people remember you don’t have to be
in a leadership position or do
something big and extraordinary to affect someone else

in a positive way,” Craig said.
“Loving one another well is
often very simple, and it just
requires getting outside of
yourself … especially w ith
how hard this past year has
been, it’s been really difficult
to remember that there’s good
too … It’s easy to point out the
worst in each other. There are
reasons to celebrate and be
joyful.”
The idea for The Benevolence Project was born almost
a year ago, just before the
world went under lockdown
due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Craig, a junior at the time,
had a conversation with former Student Body President
Anders Soderquist (‘20) and
former Global Engagement
President Stephanie Mithika
(‘20) about how to foster more

intentionality in interactions
outside of their own circles.
They brainstormed the idea
of passing around envelopes
w ith challenges promoting
simple acts of love, and the initial stages of the project were
born.
Later, while standing in the
Chick-Fil-A line, the word “benevolence” materialized in
Craig’s mind. Benevolence is
defined as the disposition to
do good, the quality of being
well-meaning and kindness.
By the time Craig approached
Soderquist with her vision for
the project, Taylor students
had to be sent home, so the
project was delayed — but not
forgotten.
Craig and Student Body President and senior Emmanuel Terrell launched the project

Photograph provided by Taylor Student Org.

The Benevolence Project uses red envelopes to spread kindness.

in February with a different
themed challenge for every
month. Terrell said he hopes
those who participate can take
the directive of Mark 12:31 to
“love your neighbor as yourself,”
and use the envelopes as a way
to manifest tangible change.
“The sum of our lives is
not going to be in these huge

extravagant moments, it’s
the moments in between, and
what are we doing to love one
another well in those moments,” Terrell said. “I think
in the same way faith without works is dead, the beauty
of the abstract is actualized
in everyday action.”
echo@taylor.edu

Taylor dining services introduce new options

New flavors for
Taylor dining

Claire Nieshalla
Staff Writer

The spring semester has
brought several new f lavors
to both the Lorita Boren Student Center (the Stu) and the
Hodson Dining Commons (DC.)
In the past two weeks, the
Stu welcomed an updated wing
station that is here to stay.
No longer is it just pizza occupying the back right corner of the Stu. Now, students

can find their favorite wings
and enjoy a f lavorful chicken
meal, or match one slice of pizza with three wings for more
variety.
This station, now called The
Pie Co., has also partnered
with a local cheese provider
out of Warsaw, Ind. All pizza
is now topped with mozzarella
cheese made not too far away
from the oven.
“Students need more variety,” Dining Services Director
Nathaniel Malone said.
While the changes add variety, this was also a financial

Photograph by Jude Tepper

Pie Co. now serves wings and pizza in the Student Center.

decision. Looking at the total
sales in the Stu before the addition of wings, Chick-fil-A received 60% of sales. Taylor is
responsible for paying royalties on every purchase, which
affects Taylor’s bottomline.
Malone’s thought process included finding a way to balance sales distribution among
other concepts.
Marketing strategy was another aspect that broug ht
about change. The old pizza
station, Emma and Charlie’s,
was not well-known and only
hurt the marketing endeavors
of Taylor dining. In an effort to
change branding, Malone has
created a more recognizable
brand name: Pie Co.
The chicken in Pie Co. is
smoked in-house on the industrial smoker located in the DC.
They never touch a fryer, making for a healthier, more flavorful option.
There are four f lavors to
choose from when picking up
wings from the Stu: smoky
BBQ, sesame ginger, Italian
garlic parmesan blend and
buffalo. These unique options
are only one example of the

COVID
Ellie Tiemens and Kyla Russell
News Co-Editors
•
•

•
•
•
•

fresh choices coming to Taylor
dining.
According to the student
comment cards and fellow
dining services employees, the
wings have been a hit.
“I’ve asked (students) how
they feel about (the w ings)
and they like the different f lavors and sauces,” cashier Diana Brooks said.
Her personal favorite is a
classic, plain wing.
Favoring buffalo and sesame ginger himself, Malone is
excited about the dining additions. He has been at Taylor for four years, serving in
various positions, giving him
a breadth of knowledge about
Taylor’s dining needs.
Malone first came to Taylor as the executive chef, was
promoted to assistant director
and now sits in charge of the
entire service, as of December
2020.
Malone works on the Culinar y Innovation Council at
Creative Dining Services, the
food provider that has served
the entire campus for as long
as he can remember. They are
always trying to come up with

new concepts for the whole
company, and Malone oversees these efforts, utilizing
Taylor as a “test bed” to see
how certain meals sit w ith
students.
Taylor is pushing towards
healthier living and eating,
and Malone’s role in this is
significant. He spoke about
the recent g loba l shif t in
mindset from a standard animal protein-based diet to a
plant-based diet. The hummus bar and introduction of
Buddha bowls in the DC are direct results of this plant-forward movement.
“There are many reasons
plant-based protein is better,”
Malone said.
Without undermining animal protein, he provides insight into what he calls the
“protein package.” He uses
this concept in challenging
people to ask, “What do you
get with a protein?” He points
out that there is no difference
between the protein in meat
and protein in plants. However, protein in a stea k is
accompanied by fats, while
leg u me s of fer a dd it iona l

minerals and vitamins aside
from protein.
These efforts to promote
better nutritional choices
stem from the mindset that
this is a healthier way to eat,
and it is better for people and
the planet.
The Curb, Taylor’s food
truck, is up and running
again to create an additional option at the Stu. This
week, they will be offering
a BBQ concept that offers
pulled pork, coleslaw and
chips. This dining option
has provided an opportunity for Malone and his team
to further experiment with
what concepts the campus
supports. Depending on the
popularity of the menu, most
stay for two to three weeks.
This week only at the DC,
you can expect a new takeover that will feature Korean Bibimbap, an entree that
allows you to build your own
bowl.
Be sure to check out these
f resh opt ion s a nd maybe even try something new
and nutritious.
echo@taylor.edu

Column

Note: All information presented in this column is sourced from the Taylor Together, Again plan. Updates are provided weekly by the Pandemic Reopening Team (PeRT). Last updated Aug. 24.

Grant County entered the “blue” stage after a decrease in weekly COVID cases. Event occupancy at Taylor can now be increased, provided that social distancing and mask wearing are still enforced.
Provost Michael Hammond announced on March 15, that students would receive an extra day off for Easter break. “We also understand the need for a pause
from our classes and routines,” Hammond wrote in an email to students. “With that in mind, we are announcing a change to the spring calendar. There will be no
classes during the day on Monday, April 5.”
On March 12, new rotation groups for chapel were released. Students are now split into two groups instead of three. See the student announcements for the full
schedule.
Limited overnight floor retreats as well as class field trips are now permitted.

•

Admissions protocols have been updated to allow prospective families into residence halls and dining options.
“Asymptomatic individuals who are fully vaccinated more than 14 days ago, and within the last 3 months, do not need to quarantine after close contact with a
suspected or known COVID-19 positive individual,” PeRT said on Feb. 12.
Taylor announced that all negative test results from Lucid Laboratories will now be emailed instantly to students and employees. Positive test results will have a

•

24-hour delay for Taylor communication purposes.
As of March 12, 8 students and employees were in active isolation, and 24 in active quarantine. Since Aug. 16, 2020, 448 students and 77 employees/on-campus
service providers have tested positive.

For more information on Taylor University COVID-19 restrictions, policies, and updates visit taylor.edu/coronavirus, my.taylor.edu/campus-life/stdent-covid-information or email PeRT@taylor.edu

FEATURES

“Pursuing his role in the spirit of servant leadership is something that Kaney has put a lot of focus and effort into doing.”
Aaron Kaney becomes state attorney for Illinois
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Love your neighbor and your earth
Stenerson shares her
path to a sustainable life
Amelia Bostick
Features Co-Editor

From reusing a Dashi bowl
to skipping the straw at a
restaurant, senior Michaela Stenerson strives to advocate for the planet and shares
how her fellow Taylor students can join her in the call
for stewardship.
Originally studying public health and environmental science when she entered
college, Stenerson was looking for the perfect opportunity to care for others as well as
the environment.
It wasn’t until her sophomore year on a trip to Malawi
that Stenerson really caught
a glimpse of the clear connection between the two subjects.
She learned that by caring
for the environment, one was
truly caring for others as well.
Not only this, but Young
Evangelicals for Climate Action, otherwise known as
YECA, has also been a huge
eye-opener for Stenerson.
YECA , an organization
founded by Christian students and professors, strives
to share the impact of the
climate crisis on our world
and how Christian disciples
should be just as motivated to
take climate action seriously.
These two influences were
what drove Stenerson to consider the sustainable development major.
“A lot of social issues are impacted by the environment,
and therefore, can be solved
by looking at environmental
issues, which is really cool,”
Stenerson said.
By majoring in sustainable development, Stenerson was able to combine
her two passions for public
health and environmental science seamlessly.
Two things that were seemingly two separate entities to
Stenerson ended up becoming

like siblings — one could not
occur without the other.
The problem was how to
bring these things to Taylor’s
campus and how to mobilize
students to stand up for the
world around them.
The solution to that problem was found in a club that
had been on Taylor’s campus
for over 10 years.
“Stewards of Creation is a
club that is dedicated to looking at people’s roles as stewards of creation at Taylor,”
Stenerson shared.
Stenerson acts as the president of the Stewards of Creation club at Taylor this year
and leads even as she goes
through this semester of
school at home.
While the challenge is greater with the distance between
herself and campus, Stenerson
continues to lead with poise
and skill, giving an example to
others of how to take attainable climate action.
“The goal is just to connect
people back with creation, and
with the command that we
have from God in Genesis of
caring for creation, living with
it and stewarding it, rather
than having dominion over it,
because I think that is something that Western Christianity has missed the mark on,”
Stenerson shared.
Stewards of Creation meets
every other week, offering
important dialogue and community in the discussion of
Christian involvement with
climate action.
One way Stenerson is staying active on Taylor’s campus
is through a newsletter she
has begun writing with Taylor
alumna Annie Stimmel (‘20).
This environmental newsletter, the GreenLetter, shares
important campus updates,
global updates and a stewardship challenge at the end
of each edition.
These can be found in the
student announcements every
few weeks or so as a paperless
and easy way to participate in
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Michaela Stenerson has been able to share her passion for sustainability through the Stewards of Creation club

climate action.
It’s a way for people to see
how climate care affects them
personally.
“The thing about sustainability and stewardship is that
it is important in all areas of
life, even on a spiritual level,”
Stenerson said.
Stenerson bases her commitment and interest in caring for the world on her love
of the Lord, sharing how our
connection with God can
be strengthened through
how we care for what he has
given us.
In her own life, Stenerson

strives daily to be a better steward.
She doesn’t simply want to
reduce, reuse and recycle, but
change the way the industry so
heavily relies on plastics and
other high-waste materials.
Stenerson shares that complete reduction is better
than recycling.
She says this can even be a
way of showing creativity.
“A creative outlet in my life
is just using what I already
have and creating something
new out of it instead of buying something new,” Stenerson said.

This is all easier said than
done, however, and Stenerson
even acknowledges this.
The first step in beginning to lead a life of
sustainability is simply ent e r i n g t h e c o nv e r s a t i o n
of stewardship.
“I would just encourage
people to go on that journey
of learning how to care for
the world. It really is a way to
connect with God and to live
out our calling of loving our
neighbor. Just take that one
step and begin learning,” Stenerson shared.
echo@taylor.edu
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Aaron Kaney becomes state attorney for Illinois
Kaney's journey from
Taylor to the court
Marissa Muljat
Features Co-Editor

An undeclared freshman resided in Wengatz Hall and was
uncertain of where his Taylor
education would take him.
One thing that he was certain
of was his passion for public
service, which he hoped to incorporate into whatever career
he felt called to fulfill.
Fast forward 17 years, and
that once undeclared freshman
has just been sworn into office
as the state’s attorney for Carroll County, Illinois.
After 10 years of holding the
title of assistant state’s attorney for Carroll County, Illinois,
Taylor alumnus Aaron Kaney
(‘07) was sworn into office as
the state’s attorney on March 1.
“Ultimately, now I’m the decision-maker instead of having
to go to my boss and make sure
that whatever I decide is okay,”
Kaney said.
Kaney reflected on his time
at Taylor and the impact it
had on his career and pursuit
of justice.
He began his college search
on the lookout for a place not
too far from his home in Freeport, Illinois.
His friend from church attended Taylor, so he decided
to visit.
As soon as Kaney arrived
at Taylor, he knew it was the
place he wanted to continue

his education.
During his freshman year,
Kaney learned that Taylor had
a criminal justice program at
their Fort Wayne campus.
“One of the professors came
down to the Upland campus,
and I just kind of talked to him
about changing my major to
criminal justice, and then transferred up to the Fort Wayne
campus my sophomore year,”
Kaney said.
A highlight of his three years
at Taylor’s Fort Wayne campus
was his participation in a prison fellowship group.
The program, which was run
through the Angel Tree Foundation, paired up college students
with children of prison inmates.
Kaney was selected as the
student coordinator for the program which put him in charge
of calling potential program
participants and pairing them
with college students.
“It was really cool to see the
relationships that were started
in that and still continue to this
day,” Kaney said.
Kaney spoke about the benefits he received from Taylor
and how he is now able to reflect what he previously learned
onto his job.
His professors consistently
demanded excellence, which
pushed him to succeed and
grow.
In addition, the professors’
implementation of faith into
their teaching helped strengthen his own faith and understanding of servant leadership.

“I think it (Taylor) taught me
what servant leadership looks
like and how to implement that
in my career,” Kaney said. “The
things that I learned at Taylor,
I’ll never forget.”
After graduating from Taylor
with a degree in criminal justice, Kaney moved on to Regent
Law School in Virginia Beach,
Virginia, where he studied for
three years.
Shortly after graduating from
law school, Kaney became an
assistant state’s attorney.
As a prosecutor, Kaney faces
several challenges that affect
his life in various ways. One
such challenge is the mental
difficulty of the decisions that
he must make.
“You take on a lot of that
drama at the time in dealing with those situations, so
I guess it’s just important to
really have a firm foundation,”
Kaney said. “I rely on my faith
as a firm foundation to keep
me level, and know that ultimately, God is in control of
these situations.”
As a husband and father of
two young girls, Kaney often
faces the challenge of balancing work life and family life.
During his 20-minute drive
home from work, he tries his
best to leave everything he
has dealt with at work behind
so that he can fully take on his
roles of father and husband.
“I have to make a conscious
effort to leave the job here
at my office and not bring it
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Aaron Kaney ('07) stands with his wife and two daughters after being sworn into office on March 1

home, because you’re dealing
with child abuse, sexual abuse,
murder,” Kaney said. “And so
there’s a lot of heaviness that
comes along with that.”
Kaney hopes that his Taylor background and Christian
faith give him the opportunity to make a difference in the
lives of those he interacts with
throughout his career.

Pursuing his role in the spirit
of servant leadership is something that Kaney has put a lot
of focus and effort into doing.
For Kaney, being a servant
leader means making an everyday decision to put Christ
first, others second and himself last.
“I really enjoy being able to
one, look out for the needs of

the community, but also, as a
prosecutor, our job is to pursue justice, it’s not just to get
convictions and to put people
in jail,” Kaney said. “And so, it’s
that balance and always trying
to remember that it’s not just
about wins and conviction,
it’s about having justice be the
end goal.”
echo@taylor.edu
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“Persons used in sex trafficking are the most
vulnerable in our society.”
Human trafficking is today’s slavery
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“Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of
religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging
the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government
for a redress of grievances.” — The First Amendment to the
U.S. Constitution

Human trafficking is today’s slavery
Explaining how we can
stop human trafficking .
Abby
Kuzma
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Our View

A look at 1776 Unites
The following article is
a follow-up to the previous
Our View piece, “ The 1619
P roject.” It should also be
understood that the 17 7 6
Unites initiative is separate
from the 1776 Commission,
released by former P resident Donald Trump in Jan.
2021. — Editors.
The war of conf licting
ideals now rages harsher
than ever, and two primary initiatives can be seen
along the journalistic front.
The 1619 Project, an initiative started by the New York
Times in August 2019, represents a progressive initiative
to change the American perspective regarding the founding principles of the U.S.
“ This initiative seeks to
reframe the narrative of
U.S. hi stor y through th e
s ol e l ens of sl aver y and
the heinous oppression of
Black Americans,” wrote
The Echo in an Our View
piece on Mar. 15.
This progressive framework of education has
sparked a counter movem e n t i n Am e r i c a b a s e d
on traditional valu es. It
is known simply as “1776
Unites.”
Th e 1776 Un it e s p r o j ect is a nonpartisan,
“intellectually diverse alliance of writ ers, thinkers, and activists focused
on solutions to our countr y ’s greatest challenges
in education, culture, and
u pw a rd m o b i l i ty,” t h e i r
website states.
Founded by Robert L.
Woodson Sr., former civil rights activist, the aim of
the project is to unite our
nation around the core pillars of the American nation,
as the name implies.
Perhaps more specifically, the goal is to preserve
the truths of American valu es that have b een h eld
since the inception of our
nation.
“1776 Unites is a movement to liberate tens of
millions of Americans … by
helping them become agents
of their own uplift and transformation, by embracing the
true founding values of our
country,” wrote 1776 Unites.
The project takes exception to the 1619 Project on
many fronts and seems to
wholly disagree with the
premises upon which 1619
was formed.
Jakob Miller, assistant professor of political science,
said that the issues of the
American Revolution and the

history of slavery in America are multifaceted issues,
and taking one perspective
over another can cause disagreement, as is seen in the
conflict between the 1619
and 1776 projects.
“It ’s important to understand that these two
initi atives — both 1776
and 1619 — sp eak from
d i f f e r e n t l e n s e s ,” s a i d
Miller.
The 1619 Project seems
t o st a ke m o st of t h e i r
point around the notion
that America was founded
on and for slavery, Miller
continued, whereas 1776
Unit e s t ake s a bro ad er
look at the timeframe.
When given proper
c o n t e x t , Mi l l e r a d d e d ,
the 1776 Unites perspective has a more balanced
viewpoint on the issues as
a whole. Miller also stated
that the 1619 Project has
received backlash for its
lack of historians and educators on staff, whereas
1776 Unites is comprised
almost entirely of such
individuals.
Elizabeth George, associate professor of history, stated that examining
both the 1619 and the 1776
projects have value within an education context.
However, George continued by saying that
neither project is entirely adequate in presenting
the entire context of the
debate.
“I’m not sure if either project is the best way to teach
American history, since
both are more interested in
interpretations of the past
rather than working on the
necessary skills to engage
with sources from the past,”
George said. “That’s not to
say that either project is inaccurate, just that we’d also
like students to understand
how we come to our interpretations of the past.”
One contributor to 1776
Unit e s, Ian R owe, re sident fellow at the American Enterprise Institute,
gave a testimony to the
Ohio State Board of Education on Sept. 22, 2020.
Rowe, an educator
with experience from the
South ern Bronx region ,
takes specific exception
to the Ohio education
system — and other state
sy st em s — in c or p orat ing the 1619 Project into
school curriculum for
children.
OUR VIEW continues on Page 6

The Thirteenth Amendment, ratified in 1865, pronounced that “Neither
slavery nor involuntary servitude … shall exist within the
United States, or any place
subject to their jurisdiction.”
Nevertheless, we are currently tolerating a horrific form of slaver y that is
pra cti c ed in e ver y st at e
and every community of the
United States: human trafficking. This shocking crime
preys on the most vulnerable in our society.
In Indiana, children as
young as seven- or eightyears-old have been sold into
commercial sex and subjected to unspeakable violence
and torture for the purpose
of satisfying the lusts of men,
many of whom are middle
aged, married and well-to-do.
Students in my class on
human trafficking, invariably a sk, “ How can thi s
h a p p e n i n my st a t e , i n
my town?”
Three reasons are perhaps
the most obvious. First, this
is a crime that f lies under
the radar. Similar to the
way we viewed domestic violence (DV) some 20 years
ago, the vast majority of us
prefer to look the other way.
Human trafficking is really ugly, and we simply don’t
want to know about it; the
facts about human trafficking are literally the stuff of
nightmares. Persons used in
sex trafficking are the most
vulnerable in our society.
Yo u t h i s p e rh a p s t h e
most common vulnerability

Photograph by Elisabeth Nieshalla

Abby Kuzma educates Taylor students about modern day slavery in her class on human trafficking.

because young people are
beautiful and easy to manipulate due to their inexperience.
Those used in trafficking are
commonly — but not always
— persons whose family life is
tragic, often including sexual assault and other violence,
and/or drugs, alcohol or other addictions.
Thus, many trafficked persons had earlier experiences of
being removed from their family of origin, enduring multiple
foster care placements, without having counseling to treat
their earlier trauma and without the benefit of being able to
bond in healthy relationships
with adults. Frequently, and
likely because of this background, young people used in
trafficking are runaways, fleeing a difficult situation into
the clutches and control of a
pimp who is using this young
person’s body to make money
for himself or herself.
Other vulnerability factors
common to trafficked persons include poverty, ethnic
or racial minority, mental

illness and disability, undocumented immigration status or gender difference. In
short, any factor that makes
a person vulnerable is exploited in the business of human trafficking.
Second, there are myths
about the commercial sex
industr y that sadly, most
Americans want to believe,
such as, “Prostitution is really just a job, a commercial
transaction between consenting adults.”
The media and popular
culture glorify prostitution
in movies and music. Contrary to these myths, it is
frequently not adults, but
children who are manipulated into being used in
prostitution, and they cannot legally consent to having their bodies used in this
way.
In reality, being used in
prostitution is extraordinarily violent and dangerous. No one chooses this type
of degradation and abuse.
O n e epidemiolog y study

documented that prostitution is the most dangerous
of all “jobs,” with an average
age of death at 34 and the
highest cause of death being
homicide.
Sadly, much of the violence
is committed by the purchaser, or “john.” Were this any other “job,” the public would be
outraged by these statistics.
Unfortunately, well-meaning but ill-informed academics — ironically often those
focusing on women’s rights
— perpetuate this myth, advocating for health benefits
for “sex workers,” stating that
“these women have the right
to choose this job” and just
need job protections.
Speaking with human trafficking sur vivors
quickly dispels this line of
reasoning. Th ey identify
clearly the risk and actual violence associated with
each encounter of a woman or young girl in a room
alone with a much larger
and stronger male.

TRAFFICKING continues on Page 6

The dangers of raising minimum wage
A response to Talique
Taylor’s wage argument
Colin
Davis
Guest Contributor

On Feb. 15, Talique Taylor,
a good friend and arguably
the nicest person on campus, wrote an Op-Ed article
titled “Give Americans a raise,
it’s long overdue.” In it, he argued, using many historical
examples and recent studies, that the minimum wage
should be raised to President
Joe Biden’s proposed value
of $15. What follows is a response to that argument.
Many people may see the issue of raising the minimum
wage as merely hypothetical,
believing that the government won’t pass this policy.
This is not a hypothetical at
all. According to Forbes, a
business magazine, there are
many stories of businesses
struggling and, in some cases, closing as a result of local
minimum wage raises.
One is that of a Michigan
non-profit that focuses on
giving former addicts training and jobs being forced
to close when the minimum
wage was raised to $9.25 per
hour, 60% less than Biden’s
proposal.
When evaluating questions
about the minimum wage, it
is quite easy to deal only in hypotheticals by simply looking
at possible effects. The only
way to escape that abstraction is to look at the literal

effects. Since many states in
the U.S., including Illinois,
California and New York, have
raised the minimum wage to
$15, it is possible to look at
the actual consequences of
the policy. Similarly, many
other states, including Michigan and Minnesota, have rais
ed the minimum wage to lower amounts (above $7.25, but
less than $15.)
While some of these raises are lower than Biden’s
proposed American Rescues
Plan, this still serves as a
valuable case study, and its
results can be used to understand what a national change
would do generally.
What were the effects of
raising the minimum wage? A
study from the National Bureau of Economic Research
shows that despite this increase, employees are earning less money, and in some
cases, have stopped earning
completely. When the minimum wage is raised, that is
another expense in a business. When employee wages
are doubled, that profit margin decreases.
Since most busin esses
rely on relatively low profit margins of about 6.9%,
according to the American
Enterprise Institute, any decrease to that margin would
be catastrophic.
Michael Abt, CEO of Huddle House, a diner chain
with over 300 locations, put
it best when he said in an interview on Fox Business, “It
essentially doubles the cost
of your crew wages. Sales in

the restaurant industry grow
maybe at 1 to 2% a year if
you’re lucky. So, if you’re going to double your crew wages
there’s no way to keep up with
it from a sales standpoint.”
In layman’s terms, this
means that the bu siness
would have to almost double
sales to maintain the same
profit margin. As a result,
companies have two options
when considering what to do
in this circumstance: automating or raising prices.
Economists use the
t erm e c onomic valu e to
describe the maximum
price someone is willing to
pay for a good or service. An
example of this idea in practice is the price of a hamburger. There is a selling
price that a consumer would
pay to purchase the hamburger. If the price raises far past
that value, the consumer will
no longer buy the hamburger. The selling price of the
item is dependent on the materials used and labor needed to create it. If labor was to
double, it is undeniable that
the price would increase,
most likely past the economic value and thus losing the
producer much money.
Subsequently, raising prices would not work. There are
other areas in which pricing
could be eliminated.
“Outsourcing can also be
a factor to find cheaper labor as it has in the past with
union wages, but depends on
the product or service if it is
feasible,” Julie Little, business
professor at Taylor University,

said. “Some smaller businesses may not be able to compensate and come up with a
viable alternative to be able
to raise the wages and still
survive.”
However, for most businesses with those working
minimum wage, outsourcing
is unfeasible.
As a result, automation
is the way many businesses would decide to pursue.
Automation may seem like
a hypothetical, but it is quickly becoming true. If you look
inside a McDonald’s or Taco
Bell, the chances are high
that you would see an ordering kiosk.
One might argue that automation is inevitable and raising the minimum wage does
not affect this. In a way, that
is true. Yes, automation will
come no matter the minimum wage, but raising the
wage will only serve as a catalyst for that change. Why?
The reason is simply pricing. In the fast food example,
the restaurant pays a flat fee
for installation and a monthly fee for maintenance. The
employee is paid a consistent rate, even when they are
not busy. The manager quickly realizes the company can
make more money through a
machine, and if the minimum
wage is raised, the incentive
to use the machine increases exponentially.
Minimum wa ge w oul d
cause many problems in the
economy, problems which
many politicians ignore.
echo@taylor.edu
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“Selecting a wing theme was not a
decision made lightly.”
How PAs decorate a dorm to be like home
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How PAs decorate a dorm to be like home
Looking at Taylor’s
dorm decor
Kayla Kovacs
Staff Writer

As Taylor students pour into
their residence halls at the beginning of the year, wings and
floors are abuzz with laughter and chatter. For most, the
decorations on the walls are
an exciting reminder that a
new school year is about to
start.
According to junior Personnel Assistants (PAs) Tarah
Zumbrun and Sarah Mangan
and senior Discipleship Assistant (DA) Caleb Miller, the
atmospheres that welcome
us into a new year don’t just
happen. Instead, they are
the result of planning, consideration and a lot of elbow grease.
For Mangan and Zumbrun,
selecting a wing theme was
not a decision made lightly.
“I wanted it to feel like a

When weakness
is strength
Katie Pfotzer
Staff Writer

One time, my high school
choir performed at a church
on a tour we did of California.
It was one of those small, country churches where the carpet
is older than the congregation
and the fabric-covered chairs
release a mushroom cloud of
dust if you hit them with an
outstretched palm.
The front of the church was a
stained-glass window of Mary
and baby Jesus overlooking
the church-goers and an organ
sat just a little to the left of the
stage. As soon as my choir sang
our last note a woman came up
to the organ.

place of celebration and rejoicing together,” said Zumbrun. Zumbrun felt that an
‘80s theme would encourage
this culture. “It tied in well
with the idea of celebration,
and it was something completely different,” she said.
Mangan noted that their
theme selection was a combination of spiritual and community values.
“We wanted to include an
element of what our spiritual theme would be,” she said.
“The theme for our decorations was identity, and the
idea of what we are reflecting.”
Having an artistic partner
was crucial for Mangan in the
decoration process.
“My incredible co-PA, Dani
Decker, really made most of
the decorations on the wing,”
Mangan said. “Our wing was
mostly her handiwork!”
Miller explained that intentionality is key when it comes
to decorating a wing or floor.
“One of the biggest things

She sang some old hymn—I
think it was “In Christ Alone.”
There was nothing extraordinary about how she played. Her
playing was too loud and full
of too many notes that did not
belong. Her voice was gravelly with age and trained in that
sort of yell-singing that you
find at churches where many
of the attendees are a bit hard
of hearing.
What was extraordinary was
the expression of this woman
as she sang. When she said,
“In Christ alone, my hope is
found,” you heard the belief in
her own voice and you could
not help but believe her.
When she finished, the room
was filled with a charged silence. She turned around all at
once and told us about herself
and the myriad ways in which

you don’t want to do is make
it look like you don’t care
about it, because that’s the
first thing that people see
when they come on the floor,”
he said.
Zumbrun believes that balance is another important factor to consider.
“I think you need to find
a balance of too little and
too much,” she said. “If your
walls are completely covered
in decorations, it starts looking a little tacky. And if you
have basically no decorations,
especially for a girls’ wing, it
just doesn’t feel as aesthetically pleasing.”
Zumbrun expressed that the
beautification of her wing was
important for her at the beginning of her Taylor experience.
“I hadn’t really wanted to
live in English,” she said. “But
when I came back in the fall,
my PA had been there and she
had made it look really pretty
and really welcoming. When
there’s decorations on the

she was suffering. And then she
told us about the many ways
God was faithful even in that
suffering. She cried then, in a
way that reminded me of that
verse in Luke 22 that describes
how Peter “wept bitterly.”
The congregation stood up
all at once and laid hands on
this woman. The pastor found
a microphone and prayed for
her. As he prayed, we realized
that this portion of the service
was completely unplanned.
The woman at the organ had
been moved to bare her soul
to us in a spontaneous expression reminiscent of a Quaker meetinghouse.
I think many of us balk at the
thought of Paul’s exhortation
to boast in our weaknesses. Yet,
this woman was willing to put
her vulnerabilities on display

Photograph povided by Kayla Kovacs

Tarah Zumbrun stands with 80’s wing decor.

wall, it feels more like a home.”
However, according to Miller, aesthetics does not play as
crucial a role on men’s floors.
“I think for a lot of guy’s
f loors, decoration is not

Photograph povided by Katie Pfotzer

Church pews offer a place of reflection.

in front of a room full of 30 people who did not even know her
name and about 30 more who
would take this memory into
every future Sunday service interaction with her.
The church’s response to
suffering was customary and
expected even though it was
solicited in a way that was not.

TOP OF THE SOURCE
#

necessarily about making it
look spotless,” he said.
For Mangan, Miller and
Zumbrun, wing decor is an
expression of what it means
to be home.

Song:

We are told to bear one another’s burdens. I think most
Christians would view the idea
of helping others with an eager
heart. However, the idea of allowing others to do the same
for us is much less appealing.
Most of us do not want to
be thought of as a burden.
But when I think about this

“We look at these walls 20
times in a day,” Mangan said.
“I think decorations are really
important, and it’s something
that can get under-looked.”
echo@taylor.edu
stranger, I am reminded of the
simple truth that we all need
someone to help us bear our
burdens.
I think there is a lot of freedom to be found in unlearning the idea that being weak
makes you unworthy of love. I
think loving well sometimes requires us to get out of our own
way. True love lies not in denying that we are a burden to
others, but in acknowledging it
and then allocating the correct
pieces of this weight we carry
to the correct people, whether
that is our church, a friend or
a counselor.
This may not always look like
playing our song of lamentation at the front of our church.
But no matter how it looks, it
always means having the courage to allow others to carry a
piece of our suffering, as we
carry pieces of theirs with us.
echo@taylor.edu

TOP SONG REVIEW
Godspeed-- James Blake Rarely is the music community treated to a grammy

Artist:

1

Godspeed

James Blake

2

Skinny Love

Bon Iver

3

You and Me

Penny and the
Quartet

4

Selah

Kanye West

5

Baby

Harvey Trisdale

6

Westcoast Collective

Dominic Fike

7

The Rabbit, the Bat & the
Reindeer

Dr. Dog

8

Holy (feat. Chance the
Rapper)

Justin Beiber

9

Don’t Underestimate
Midwest American Sun

Kevin Morby

10

Being Around

The Slaps

winning artist covering a critically acclaimed song, yet this is all that and more.
This song was originally written and performed by Frank Ocean and here is
covered by James Blake. Blake brings out the beautiful lyricism of the song
with his vocal prowess on full display hitting notes my untrained ears did not
know existed. This hauntingly beautiful song is a once in a decade kind of
cover.

Photographs povided by Lynnea Humrichous

Lynnea Humrichous and Molly Jacobs host Unfiltered Advice.

Sophie Snyder
Sophomore
Has a good heart but a
messy room and doesn’t like
dressing on her salad. (buy
her a iced lavender latte)

For fans that like: Frank Ocean, Nina Simone and Bon Iver
Review by Nathaniel Boer

Unfiltered Advice

Molly Jacobs and
Lynnea Humrichous

Show Time
Tuesdays @ 7 p.m.

We Will Survive
Unﬁltered Advice- This our newest show featuring sophomores Molly Jacobs
and Lunnea Humrichous. It is an advice show featuring two girls who are
mediocre at everything and experts at nothing. So kick back and enjoy a joy
ﬁlled hour every Tuesday @ 7 p.m. on WTUR.
For people who like: To almost learn something you don’t need to know :)
Only on WTUR: The Source

Jack Pinkston
Sophomore
Makes a mean guacamole
and is willing to dress up
for a pick a date.

Fun & Games
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Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis
ACROSS
1 Arrest
5 Dwarf planet
named for a
goddess
9 Places to relax
14 Prefix meaning
“personal”
15 Caribbean
isle seriously
damaged by a
1995 volcanic
eruption
17 Threshold
adjoiner
18 Law enforcement
tool that may be
triggered by a
siren
19 Natural healer
20 First-class freebie
on long-haul
flights
21 1959 winner of
11 Oscars
23 Alfred of coffee
fame
24 Mollycoddle
26 Jocular headlock
accompaniment
31 Yani __, youngest
golfer to win five
majors
33 Trendy
35 Head makeup
36 Loose
38 Some holy city
dwellers
40 They go with
guys
41 Ithaca opening
43 Pirogue, e.g.
44 Campaign buy
46 Reply card, say
48 Viral internet item
50 NFL highlight reel
clip
53 Barista’s
concoction
58 Get in the game
59 Reference
for budding
meteorologists
60 Acid __
61 Sara
Pennypacker
kid-lit heroine
62 Capone capturers
63 Evening stroll
64 Stone massage
sites
65 Class with poses

By Jamey Smith

DOWN
1 Muslim veil
2 Allan-__: Robin
Hood cohort
3 Citrus liqueur
4 “Truth is ... ”
5 Imprisons
6 Leeway
7 Thorough
8 Composer Jule
9 Reach ahead of
10 Private
employer
11 Wisconsinbased bike
brand
12 Spydom name
13 Actuarial datum,
e.g.
16 Rocket __
22 Bob Jones Award
org.
25 Parrot
27 Prime spot for
stargazing?
28 Cuban city with
a U.S. Navy base
29 SSN, e.g.
30 To be, in Latin
31 Harbor sights
32 Flip out
34 Mononymous
supermodel

3/6/21

Friday’s Puzzle Solved
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37 Jazz group guy
39 In the loop
42 Accessory with
a suit
45 Artist Modigliani
47 Equilibria
49 Big name in
apple products
51 “The Girl Who
Played With
Fire” author
Larsson

3/6/21

52 Medicinal shrub
53 Cosmonaut’s
insignia, once
54 Spaghetti __
puttanesca
55 Krystle and
Alexis on the
1980s “Dynasty,”
e.g.
56 Stew
57 Maui’s famously
twisty Road to __

TRAFFICKING continued from page 4

Sadly, such buyers
convince themselves that
“I bought her, so she has
to do what I want,” which
is too often a degrading
and violent act that he
has seen in a porn video.
Survivor Leader (a
person who was once
victimized and is now a
leader in the anti-human
trafficking field) Nikki
Bell explains, “Violence
in the sex trade is the
norm not the exception.”
In the words of Survivor Leader Audrey Morrissey, “To have sex with

10-20 strangers (a day) I
had to dissociate. … now
my body doesn’t know the
difference between having
sex with a man I love and
a man I didn’t know. …If
you can’t imagine having
sex 10-20 times a day with
the person you love, how
could someone do that
with strangers?”
Clearly, this is not a
“job” that a person chooses but exploitation that is
either forced or endured
because the person has no
other choice.
Finally, it is critical
that we understand that

human trafficking is a
commercial market — a
market in young lives.
In short, to the trafficker, selling women, young
boys and girls to willing
men is all about the money, just like any other illegal market, such as drugs
and guns.
One 2020 report stated that human trafficking is a $150 billion market
worldwide.
As one of my anti-trafficking colleagues
just expressed to my
class last week, “No buyer, no market; no market,

no exploitation. If men
stopped paying for sex, sex
trafficking would cease to
exist.” Of course it is critical to recover and serve
those exploited through
trafficking.
But we will not put
a dent in the number of
those being trafficked until we reduce the demand
for this horrific market.
How is this done?
First, education is key.
The general public needs
to understand that human
trafficking occurs in our
backyards and is not going
away until we act.

Also, we must dispel the
myths. It is critical that
we educate the public to
know that prostitution is
not a choice; it is exploitation, a violent market in
human beings that includes children.
Another critical response is to focus on the
sex buyers. We need to
increase the penalties
as well as the number of
prosecutions of those who
buy sex.
But we also need to
address the fact that
some buyers are addicted to buying sex and need

help and even treatment
to stop.
While this is a difficult
subject, there is hope.
As mentioned above,
20 years ago we looked the
other way when confronted with domestic violence.
Through education
and understanding, society’s toleration of domestic violence waned and DV
victims were served.
With education and
action, we can successfully fight human trafficking
as well.

founding ideals were false
when they were written,’
and that ‘Anti-black racism
runs in the very DNA of this
country.’
As
an educator, particularly of students in low-income communities with
primarily students of color, I know how damaging
and disempowering an impact that message can have
on children.”
Throughout his

testimony before the board,
Rowe by no means minimized or ignored the atrocities and hardships faced
by Black people throughout
the course of American history, nor does he disregard
blatant discrimination that
is experienced by Black people in America everyday. For
Rowe, these hardships are
real.
But at the same time,
he believes that the 1619

Project is not an adequate
solution to said hardships
and discrimination.
In fact, he believes that
the project will produce
more harm than good.
Equality for all men, regardless of race, is a notion
that is upheld and constantly pursued by the members
of the Unites initiative.
Their founder, Woodward, served in the Civil Rights Movement in the

‘60s. His extensive career in
justice did not stop there.
“From 1971-1973, he
served as the director of
the Administration of Justice Division for the National Urban League in New
York City, developing strategies for reducing crime and
strengthening community
institutions,” wrote the 1776
Unites website.
To the point made by
Miller, perhaps the 1619

Project has narrowed their
lens too far, and has created a project that, ultimately, will not be beneficial to
American education.
The 1776 Unites initiative looks to wholly encapsulate the pillars of the
American legacy, while also
recognizing the hardships
and burdens that many
members of our nation have
had to bear.
echo@taylor.edu
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OUR VIEW continued from page 4

“It is equally important to ensure that the
models that you do highlight reinforce the principles that young people of
all races should adopt to
overcome racial disparities, rather than reject
those principles,” Rowe
said.
“For example, the 1619
Project released by the
New York Times claims
that ‘Our democracy’s

A&E

“I am pushing myself because I want to be
able to create something and perform it.”
International Coffeehouse: it’s more than just
a cup of coffee
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Envision occurs despite audience restrictions
Taylor Film Department
hosts Envision online
Hailey Hendricks
A&E Editor

Despite a shift to a virtual platform, the Envision Film Festival
remained resilient in showcasing
a variety of films.
The Taylor Film and Media
department hosted their annual film festival with a handful of
adaptations due to COVID-19. Despite these changes and restrictions, participants and audience
members enjoyed this year’s film
offering as well as the overall
experience.
The film department received
a record number of submissions
of films, each highlighting a different, yet important perspective.
This year, the department selected thirteen films to showcase.
The films selected were created
in a series of different competitions and classes by film students
across campus.
Going into the event, there
was potential for a lot of roadblocks. Luckily, the production
team united to make the event a
success.
“As far as I know, we’ve never
done an event like Envision online
before, so there were definitely

some technical challenges that
our amazing Media Engineer
Josh Taylor and his crew faced,
and they deserve all the applause
for the work they did to make sure
the live stream worked smoothly,”
said Envision co-producer and junior Sophie Olson.
Unique to this year, the festival
took place completely through a
YouTube Live hosted on Taylor
University’s Film and Media Production YouTube. The event took
place on Friday, March 12 at 7 p.m.
The event included an hour and a
half showing of the selected films
followed by an award ceremony.
Many noted how they missed
the traditional showing.
“A completely online viewing
of the film festival was much different than watching the films in
Rediger,” said sophomore Evan
Wardell. “For me personally, I enjoy having a live audience there to
watch the films. There’s definitely a lot more energy in the room
when you get a lot of students together and everyone is cheering
and laughing at the films.”
Although the style of showing
the films looked different compared to years past, there was a
great appreciation from many to
just be able to share their films
with one another.
Due to the battles with

COVID-19, many film students have
been unable to share their works
in this way. Wardell touched on
the joy many had about being able
to share their works with one another again.
“Because of COVID, a lot of the
regular film department showings have been pretty limited, so
I hadn’t seen many of the films
shown there yet,” said Wardell.
“ It’s always exciting to see what
your peers in the department
are doing and how they’re being
creative.”
Knowing that this event would
look different, the production
staff strove to make the event as
special as possible. The production team — Olson and seniors
Abby McCormic and Grace Dayton — make this special despite
unique circumstances, especially
for the seniors.
“Something that was hard was
trying to figure out how to make
this year enjoyable for everyone,”
said McCormic. “For the seniors,
it was especially sad, since this is
our last Envision Film Festival, so
we wanted to make sure it was
still going to be special.”
Decorating the two rooms —
the Mac Lab and a classroom
in Rupp — where the filmmakers and production staff met
to watch Envision and host the
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The Envision Film Festival took place virtually on Mar. 12., followed by an award show afterward.

award ceremony was one way
that the event was made special.
Furthermore, their ability to host
their own viewing party was also
a special and enjoyable moment
for the individuals involved.
Those accommodations yielded an enjoyable and special experience for those involved. Many
commented on their hopes for
next year, which included the
chance to have the event in person again.
“I’m hoping that next year, we

Best Cinematography: “The
Aviators: A Father/Son Story”
Best Screenplay: “Nora”
Best Humanities and Arts:
“The Jewel of Richmond”
Best Comedy: “Labels”
Best Documentary: “MTXE:
Mental Toughness Xtra Effort”
Award Winners:
Best Drama: “Nora”
Best Acting: Ana Rofkar
Audience Choice Award: “JeBest Sound Design: “Wild hovah Jireh”
Wilds: Spirit of the Bison”
Best Picture: “MTXE: Mental
Best Editing: “The Jewel Toughness Xtra Effort”
of Richmond”
echo@taylor.edu
can have an actual showing in
Rediger and also bring in more
prospective students who are interested in the department,” said
Wardell. “I’m also excited to see
what people in the film department create and how we all grow
as filmmakers over this next year!”

“WandaVision” series breaks the Marvel mold
Disney+ airs the MCU’s
first official TV show
Lucas Bertsche
Staff Writer

The Marvel Cinematic Universe (MCU) kicked off its fourth
phase with the boldly unique TV
show “WandaVision.”
Summing up this show without spoilers is incredibly difficult. What I can say is that the
show stars Elizabeth Olson and
Paul Bettany as the title characters, and coming off the back of
action blockbusters like “Avengers: Endgame,” “WandaVision”
shifts gears hard, throwing you
straight into a black and white
50s style sitcom.
The mystery and intrigue
the first episodes built really got me hooked on the show.
Episode one left my mind spinning with questions, but offered
no answers and only a few clues.
How is Vision still alive? Why is
there a laugh track? What the
heck is going on? Every episode
seemed to end on a cliffhanger
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“WandaVision’’ released on Disney+ on Jan. 15, 2021.

and raise more questions, leaving me drooling for more. The
weeks in between episodes often went by agonizingly slow.
Thankfully, the show does
evolve, and we eventually get
our answers. What kept me
around after this point was the
characters. Wanda and Vision
had both been secondary players in the MCU up to this point. I
always liked them, but never on
the level of Captain America or
Iron Man. This show changed

that and elevated them both
to A-list status, which is something that was crucial coming
off of “Endgame.”
Wanda especially got some
much-needed development.
The show is really all about
her and the exploration of her
grief. I also loved that this show
was bold enough to explore
her villainous side. It’s easy to
forget that she was a literal terrorist only a few movies ago.
Wanda and Vision’s romantic

relationship got a lot more
depth too. Episode eight had
a beautiful scene between the
two that was genuinely one of
the best in the MCU.
One of the reasons the characters pop so much is the performances. Olson’s pain-filled
performance tore my heart out
on multiple occasions and Bettany has all these fantastic, subtle quirks that really endeared
me to Vision. The pair also pull
off the comedy of every decade
flawlessly. The range on display
is astounding.
While there was a lot to love,
the show wasn’t perfect. It relied
heavily on building questions
and mystery — which I loved
— but not all the answers were
as mind-blowing as we were led
to believe. Some of this is due
to all the rampant, insane fan
theories, but some of the blame
falls on the showrunners for intentionally leading us on. There
was one reveal towards the end
that was very reminiscent of the
Mandarin twist in “Iron Man 3.”
The ending was good, but it

didn’t knock my socks off. It was
emotional and worked great on
a character level, but fell flat a
bit on the spectacle side. In a
franchise known for epic battles producing a show with no
action until the season finale, the final sequence felt a little pedestrian.
Also, some of the side characters took a major backseat after
we spent a large part of the middle episodes with them. However, the action and the plucky
side characters were never the
reason I stuck around for all
nine episodes anyway, so I can
forgive this.
Overall, “WandaVision” is a
big win for Marvel. It proves
that one, the MCU is willing to
take risks and try new things.
Two, the MCU can be just as
great on TV. Three, the MCU can
survive and even thrive in this
post-Iron Man era. It has me
very excited for the future, so it
goes without saying that “WandaVision” is definitely worth
a watch.
echo@taylor.edu

A&E
EVENTS

Faculty Voice
Recital: Conor
Angell

March 26 @ 7:30-8:30pm
SHM Butz-Carruth
Recital Hall

Frankly: Senior Art
Show
March 27 @ 7-9pm
Metcalf Art Gallery

Airband

April 10 @ 6:30-10pm
Rediger Chapel
Auditorium

Faculty Voice
Recital, Dr. Loralee
Songer
April 10 @7:30-8:30pm
SHM Butz-Carruth
Recital Hall

Wind Ensemble
Concert

April 16 @7:30-8:30pm
Rediger Chapel
Auditorium

International Coffeehouse: it’s more than just a cup of coffee
Taylor’s international
students share their art
Olivia Yatooma
Staff Writer

International students brewed
up a variety of performances for
a night filled with talents showcased by many.
Taylor’s International Coffeehouse provided international
students and those with diverse
backgrounds the opportunity to
showcase their talents by embracing their cultures in an intimate setting. This event took
place in the LaRita Boren Campus Center on March 12.
“It’s a time to shine a light on
the international students here
and the talents that they have,”
said Mariah Hurst, co-president
of Taylor’s International Student Society (ISS) organization.
“It’s also a time to taste things
from across the world and enjoy
that together.”
The nine acts that were showcased in International Coffeehouse varied in talent, as
students performed spoken word
poetry, conducted presentations,
sang, or danced. In addition to

the talent, International Coffeehouse offered different drinks
from around the world, including chai, non-alcoholic Jamaican
Ginger Beer, Mexican Hot Chocolate and Bolivian and Columbian coffee. With the exception of
the international coffee, all of the
beverages were made by Taylor
students or staff.
International Coffeehouse is
one of ISS’s staple events, as this
platform is designed to showcase
the different talents of Taylor’s international students.
“Anytime students from different cultures are able to showcase
what is unique to them, you get
something that is very beautiful,” Hurst said. “They get to reflect things that are personal to
them and their culture in a really
beautiful way.”
Senior Daniel Korrie danced
in International Coffeehouse for
his third year, showcasing more
modern African dances. Korrie choreographed his dances
to three different songs: “Dots”
by Dilip, which is a straight beat
without lyrics, “My Touch” by
Chop Daily and “Quero Danza”
by Petit Afro.
In past performances at this

event, Korrie has strictly performed freestyle, but this year, he
pushed himself beyond his comfort zone.
“I am pushing myself because
I want to be able to create something and perform it,” Korrie said.
Another featured talent was
junior Carlos Leon. Leon performed two of his original songs
written in Spanish, as he believed
that International Coffeehouse
was the perfect opportunity for
him to make a name for himself
at Taylor and to share his gift with
his peers.
“I’ve been forming myself for
two years, so I feel like right now,
it’s time to share my music, both
on music platforms and through
live performance,” Leon said. “If
you want to become an artist, you
have to perform in front of people
and be able to beat those fears.”
Leon performed a song that
he wrote with a fellow Taylor
student titled “It’s Not Easy,” or
in Spanish, “No es Facil,” which
refers to the negative effects of
long-distance relationships. Although Leon did not write this
song out of personal experience,
he did his best to capture the
suffering of those in his country,

Venezuela, after being forced to
leave their homes and be separated from their significant others.
The other song that Leon performed is titled “Moment,” or in
Spanish, “Momento,” which is
about moving on and starting
over somewhere new.
“This song is so special to me

because I wrote it after coming
out of a relationship that lasted for three years,” Leon said. “I
wrote it with the intention to say
it is time to change. I know my
heart is broken, but it’s time to
look for something else and to
let her go.”
Leon said that his lyrics are
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International Coffeehouse took place in the
LaRita Boren Campus Center on Mar. 12.

inspired by personal experiences and the testimonies of others,
specifically those from Venezuela. Leon then added that he has
two moods that comprise his
writing — a sad mood when reflecting on heartbreak, and a romantic mood where he is able
to express his feelings of interest. This year, in addition to the
secular music he has written, he
wants to write music for his Lord
and Savior.
“I hope to release songs this
year for God because God has
made such a great impact in
my life, so I feel like I owe Him
a song,” Leon said. “He is everything for me. He is the center of
my life. So, I feel like I need to incorporate God in my future projects and keep doing what I’ve
been doing.”
International Coffeehouse has
proven to be so much more than
an inviting environment where
students perform the gifts that
God has given them. It enhances
the natural-born abilities of international students who have the
heart to share who they are with
those who have not been made
aware of what sets them apart.
echo@taylor.edu

Sundance film, “CODA,” is set to hit

TROJAN NATION

“Just reaching a standard of practice, a standard of
execution, a standard of how you’re going to compete
together as a team, regardless of opponent.”
Football shuts out Madonna for first
win of the season
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Trojans continue hot streak with series win
Great pitching led to
4 dominant games
Conrad Otto
Staff Writer

The Taylor baseball team
swept their second straight fourgame series, after beating Bethel
University.
They had a doubleheader on
March 12, defeating the Pilots 6–0
in the first game and
1–0 in the second. They followed up those two victories with
another two the next day, beating the Pilots again, by scores of
7–1 and 8–5.
“The strength of the (Bethel)
bullpen is good,” Head Coach
Kyle Gould said. “We knew that
if we could get into the bullpen,
there would be a drop-off. That
was the strategy, and we were
able to get a lot of runs late, this
team is really talented, they care
a lot about each other, and they

care a lot about baseball.”
“We did a really good job of
staying locked in and staying focused,” said senior Joe Moran.
Moran kickstarted the series
with a dominant first game. He
pitched seven shutout innings,
while only allowing six hits and
one walk. He also hit a solo home
run, along with a two-run homer
in the ninth, doubling the Trojans’ score.
“We were in control of that
game from the jump,” he said.
That game set the tone for the
rest of the series.
Moran, a senior transfer, originally played his first three years
of collegiate baseball at Anderson University. His first year as a
Trojan has been a very solid year.
He is second in the NAIA in strikeouts and has gotten the team off
to good starts early in the game.
As a pitcher, he’s 5–2. He’s given up 32 hits, 11 runs, eight earned
runs and one home run, all in 39.1

innings pitched.
As a hitter, he’s accumulated
15 hits, 11 runs, four home runs,
11 RBIs, 16 walks and 22 strikeouts in 71 at-bats. He has performed well both offensively
and defensively.
Gould attributes the team’s
success to the pitching that they
have had.
“Our pitching has been so
good all year,” Gould said. “ We
are top 5 in the NAIA in ERA, top
3 in strikeouts … Our bullpen has
been dominant.”
At least 15 pitchers make up the
Trojan bullpen, all who contributed in some way to the success
of the team.
He referenced not only Moran,
but junior Noah Huseman and senior Luke Shively. Huseman has
had statistically the best season
so far. His pitching has been very
solid to complement Moran.
In the last game of the series
against Bethel, Shively did not
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Taylor baseball found its way into the top 25 after a 12-game win streak.

give up any hits – only one run.
“Top through bottom, (the
pitchers) have all really stepped
up,” Shively said. “We have taken
advantage of other teams’ mistakes and capitalized on that.
We have put pressure on their
defense and just scored when we
needed to.”

Shively said that he has a lot
of confidence in himself and the
work that he has put in. He wants
to perform well for the team.
The trio of Moran, Shively and
Gould have expressed their belief
in this team making the World
Series. With the run that they are
currently going on, that hope still

looks to be alive. Heading into
last weekend’s series against
Mount Vernon, the Trojans had
a 19–6 record. They were 8–0 in
conference play and 11-6 in away
games.
The sweep of Bethel continued
a 12-game win streak for Taylor.
echo@taylor.edu

Football shuts out Madonna for first win of the season
Team picks up
blowout win
Payne Moses
Staff Writer

Taylor football earned their
first home win and win of the
2020 spring season against Madonna University with a score of
45–0.
Turner Stadium’s turf was last
played on nearly 16 months ago,
and the Trojan squad certainly
relished the opportunity to play
in front of fans in attendance.
Improving their record to 1–2,
Taylor rebounded from losses to
Marian and St. Francis.
While the Trojans did not possess any film on Madonna, a firstyear football team, Coach Ron
Korfmacher spoke to how they
readied themselves.
“A big part of preparation is focusing on yourselves,” Korfmacher said. “Just reaching a standard
of practice, a standard of execution, a standard of how you’re
going to compete together as a
team, regardless of opponent.”
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Taylor got on track after two opening losses with a big win last Saturday.

Korfmacher said the initial
stages of the game operated as
“scout looks,” evaluating Madonna in-game and based on limited
high school film.
Balance on offense, Korfmacher said, was one key adjustment
his team made, aided by equal
balance on the defensive side
of the ball. Two takeaways were
critical in the win over Madonna,
but two other factors influenced
the flow of the game.
“We had fewer quarterback
runs this week,” Korfmacher
said. “That was a plan, not to

be as quarterback heavy, and
frankly we had a couple snags
health-wise. We weren’t certain
what roster we were going into
the game with, and it cleared
up, (so) there was potential roster changes.”
Junior defensive back Major
Dailey was a major contributor
in the Trojan’s victory, coming
down with a pair of interceptions,
one being returned for a touchdown. Before this outstanding
performance, Dailey recalled only
having one previous career interception against Indiana Wesleyan

University last season.
“I was just in the right place
at the right time really,” Dailey
said. “A couple mistakes from the
quarterback that went my way. I
was very grateful to come away
with those two picks.”
Individual accolades aside,
Dailey pinpointed how the Trojan defense was able to contain
Madonna without him recording
a single tackle.
“Our front seven guys did a
very good job this week,” Dailey
said. “The run was really stopped
before it could get back to the
secondary. … Jacob Hockett, a
couple other guys did a really
good job this week.”
Starting quarterback Zac
Saltzgaber also posted a solid
showing with 159 passing yards
and a pair of touchdown throws.
In light of the past two away
losses and a match-up with 13thranked Concordia University
coming up, Saltzgaber was very
appreciative of this home win.
“Coming back and having
such a big win, we needed it big
time,” Saltzgaber said. “It’s a big

confidence booster into the rest
of the season.”
From a quarterback’s standpoint, Saltzgaber acknowledged
what improvements he made in
the win over Madonna.
“I think decision-making was
ultimately one of the better
things,” Saltzgaber said. “The first
two games I tried to force a lot,
especially later in the game when
we were kind of feeling pressed
to score.”
Relaxing and trusting in his
teammates to perform took a lot
of pressure off, Saltzgaber said.
Wide receiver Evan Guckenberger exemplified this with a leaping
touchdown catch late in the second quarter.
Korfmacher stated how his
team can respond to this win
moving forward in the seven-game season.
“Build on the positives, the
best that came out of that game,”
Korfmacher said. “The next game
is a challenge, a hard-fought battle… yet we’re glad to be home
again playing Concordia.”
echo@taylor.edu

Men’s Lacrosse team defeats Concordia-Illinois
Young team
continuing to grow
Kyle Hayward
Staff Writer

Taylor men’s lacrosse picked
up their fifth win of the season on
Saturday, March 13 when they took
down Concordia-Illinois by a score
of 12-4.
This victory marked the fifth
victory against unranked teams,
with both of the Trojans’ only
two losses coming at the hands
of Saint Ambrose University.
Saint Ambrose is ranked ninth in
the nation.
The Trojans came out of the
gate quickly in Saturday’s game,
jumping out to a four to two lead

in the first quarter. In the second
quarter, the scoring continued, as
Taylor extended their lead with
two more goals. They led Concordia Illinois six to three at the half.
While Sophomore Emmit Wintek scored the lone goal in the
third quarter, the Trojan defense
remained stingy and managed
to keep the Cougars from scoring at all. Taylor finished strong
in the fourth quarter by scoring
five goals.
The statistics from the game
show Taylor’s dominance very
clearly. The Trojans outshot the
Cougars 59 to 20, with 36 shots
on target to Concordia Illinois’
10. On top of that, Taylor recovered 46 more ground balls than
their opponents.

23 of those ground balls were
picked up by Sophomore Chad
Nelson, who set a Wolverine-Hoosier Athletic Conference and Taylor record for most ground balls in
a single game.
This dominant performance
from the Trojans was capped by
several impressive individual displays. Emmit Wintek led both
teams in shooting and scoring
with four goals off of seventeen
shots, while Freshman Aidan Craig
added to his assist tally with eight
in this contest.
Junior goalkeeper Nathanael
Love came up with six saves across
the whole match. This marks the
fourth time this season that the
Trojans have let in under 10 goals.
After notching their first home

Women’s Golf

3/22-23 Nevel Meade Collegiate 9 a.m.

Baseball

3/26 @Huntington University 3 p.m.
3/27 @Huntington University 1 p.m.

Softball

3/23 @Huntington University 3 p.m.
3/25 Aquinas College 3 p.m.
3/27 @Goshen College 1 p.m.

Football

3/27 @Indiana Wesleyan 12 p.m.

Track & Field

3/27 Polar Bear Invitational

Lacrosse

3/24 Lawrence Tech 4 p.m.
3/27 Siena Heights 1 p.m.

S COREBOARD
RESULTS FROM TAYLOR
ATHLETICS

Lacrosse

3/13 Concordia Illinois W 12-4

Football

3/13 Madonna U. W 45-0

Baseball

3/13 Bethel W 7-1
3/13 Bethel W 8-5

Softball

3/16 Indiana Wesleyan L 1-4
3/16 Indiana Wesleyan L 2-4

Top 25 Polls
Trojan Teams in the NAIA Top 25

Men’s Track and Field ....................No.3
Womens Track and Field .................No.1
Softball ........................ Receiving Votes
Baseball .....................................No.20
Women’s Golf................................No.5
Men’s Golf ..................................No.24
Men’s Lacrosse ............ Receiving Votes

Echo Sports
Pick’em

Scan the below QR code & fill out the
Echo Sports Pick’em form for a chance
to win a $10 gift card to Ivanhoes!
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Taylor Lacrosse is receiving votes in the NAIA Top-10 poll.

win of the season, Coach Newhard
had a few things to say about his
team’s performance.
Moving forward, Taylor has several more nationally ranked opponents on the schedule. Their next

home game will be Wednesday,
March 16 at 4 p.m., so be sure to go
out and support Trojan Lacrosse
as they take on Lawrence Technological University.
echo@taylor.edu

Lauren Kanai

Conner Crawford

Softball

Baseball

Athletes of the Week
979 S. Main St., Upl and, IN

Sophomore
Westerville, OH
Exercise Science
Right Field
Boston Red Sox
Photograph provided by Anna Collins

Benchwarmers

•

w w w. ivanho e s . i nfo

•

Year
Hometown
Major
Position
Fav o r i t e S p o r t s T e a m
Fav o r i t e S p o r t s M o v i e

(765) 998-7261

Redshirt Junior
Grand Rapids, MI
Graphic Design
Pitcher/1st base
Colorado Rockies
Remember the Titans
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